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Let M he an infinite set with cardinal number | M\ = A, SiX, Y)

= {s: s is a permutation of M with |spts| < F}, where spt s

= {mEM: s(m)9£m}. If A is a cardinal number, denote its succes-

sor by A+; the smallest infinite cardinal shall be denoted by d.

Higman [3] has shown that 5(A, d) has only one proper subgroup of

index less than A, the alternating subgroup A (A), and A (A) has no

proper subgroups of index less than X. Gaughan [2] has extended

these results showing that if d< FgA+, then SiX, Y) has no proper

subgroups of index less than X.

One might conjecture that any proper maximal subgroup of

SiX, Y) would have minimal index, namely X. It is the purpose of

this paper to demonstrate that such is not the case by constructing

examples with index greater than A. It will also be shown that all

intransitive proper maximal subgroups of SiX, Y) do have index X.

Hereafter, maximal shall mean proper maximal. Let M be parti-

tioned intoP and Q with \ M\ =X^d, \P\ =X, \Q\ =Z, 0<ZgA,
dg YSX+. Let JiZ)=SiQ)-SiP), /(F, Z)=JiZ)DSiX, Y). It has
been shown [l] that if Z<d, then P(F, Z) is a maximal subgroup of

SiX, Y). In fact every intransitive maximal subgroup of SiX, Y) is

of this form. Let sESiX, X+), and define Ps= {xEP: s(x)EQ} and

(?«= {yEQ: s(y)EP}- For each sESiX, X+) define the transfer index

of s = Tis)= max {|P„|, | Q,\ }. Now define 7,(F, Z) as follows: If

d = Z<F=A+, Z<X, then A(F, Z)={sESiX, Y):Tis)<Z}. It
d< Y^Z^X and F has an immediate predecessor Y~, then A(F, Z)

= {sGS(A, Y):Tis)<Y~}. It has been shown [l] that A(F, Z)

is a (transitive) maximal subgroup of SiX, Y).

Theorem 1. Let 77 be an intransitive maximal subgroup of SiX, Y).

Then [5(A, F):77]=A.

Proof. By [l], 77 = /(F, Z) with 0<Z<d. By Gaughan [2],
[SiX, Y): 77] = A. Since 77 is intransitive, A (A) £77, so by maximal-

ity, SiX, Y) =AiX)-H, and [SiX, Y): 77] = | A (A) | = A.
Let 77 be any subgroup of a group G. By Cl(77) is meant the set of

all conjugates of 77 in G, Cl(77)= {gHg-1: gGG}. It is well known

that [G: A(77)] = | Cl(77) j, where A(77) is the normalizer of 77 in G.
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A suitable choice of cardinals X, Y, and Z will now be made to con-

struct H = L(Y, Z) with [S(X, Y):H]>X.

Lemma 1. Letd^Z^X. Let Cbea class 0/subsets 0/M0/cardinality

Z such that if Qx, QiEC, Qi^Q2, then \ Qi-Q2\ =Z. Then \ C\ ̂ Xz,
and there is such a class Co such that \ Co\ =XZ.

Proof. The set of all subsets of M of cardinality Z has cardinality

Xz. Thus \C\ ^Xz. Let M = \JxeM Qx disjointly such that for all

x£Tkf, \QX\ =Z. Also let M=\Ja£APa disjointly such that \A\ =Z
and for all aEA, \Pa\ —X. Let F be the family of nonvoid subsets of

M such that for each 7>£P and for each o£^4, |7)r\Pj =1. F has

the property that DiQDi if Di^D2. Furthermore | F\ =XZ, and

\D\ =Z if DEF. Let Ed = \Jx£DQx, and C„= {ED: 7J>£P}. Now C0
has the desired property, and Ed1=Edi it and only if Di=Di, so

I Co| =|P| =XZ.

Theorem 2. Let M be partitioned into P and Q as before with d<Z

< Y^X+, Z<X. Then [S(X, Y):L(Y, Z)]=XZ.

Proof. By [l], L(Y, Z) = J(Y, Z)-S(X, Z). Hence for any

sES(X, Y), sL(Y, Z)s~1 = s[j(Y, Z)-S(X, Z)]s-1=[sJ(Y, Z)s~>]
■S(X, Z)=[S(s(Q), Y)-S(s(P), Y)]-S(X, Z). Thus sL(Y, Z)s~1

?*rL(Y, Zy-1 if and only if \s(Q)-r(Q)\ = Z and \r(Q)-s(Q)\ =Z.
By Lemma 1, there are Xz subsets of M of cardinality Z having this

property and at most Xz such subsets. Since Z<Y, there are Xz

permutations in S(X, Y) mapping Q onto distinct members of this

class of subsets of M, hence | C1(7,(F, Z))| = Xz. By the maximality

and nonnormality of L(Y, Z), N(L(Y, Z)) = L(Y, Z). Thus

[S(X, Y):L(Y, Z)] = | C1(7(F, Z))| =XZ.

Lemma 2. There are infinite cardinals Z and X such that Z<X and

X<XZ.

Proof. Let Z be an infinite cardinal, A a well-ordered set of

cardinality Z, {Za}a<=A a family of cardinal numbers such that Za>Z

for each aEA, and if a, bEA with a<b, then Za<Z\,. Let/be a one-

to-one function from A into A such that a</(a) for each aEA. Then

by the theorem of Koenig and Zermelo, X = Zoe^ Za< J^aeA Z/u)

<XZ.

Theorem 3. There are cardinal numbers X and Y, Y^X+, such that

S(X, Y) contains maximal subgroups with index larger than X.

Proof. By Lemma 2, choose X, Y, and Z such that Z< YgLX+,

Z<X, and X<XZ. By Theorem 2, [S(X, Y):L(Y, Z)]=XZ>X.
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Theorem 3 is somewhat limited by the choice of X and Z. However,

for SiX, A+), maximal subgroups of index greater than X can be

demonstrated for any choice of A = d. Let sESiX, X+) and define

PI =P-P3 and Q: =Q-QS. For each sESiX, X+) define the re-

mainder index of s = P(s) = max {|P/|, | Q', \ }. Now define L(A+, A)

= {sESiX, A+): Tis) <X or P(s) <A}. It has been shown [l] that

P(A+, A) is a (transitive) maximal subgroup of 5(A, A+).

Theorem 4. For X^d, [SiX, X+): L(A+, A)]>A.

Proof. Partition P into Pi and P2 such that |PX| = |P2| =X. By

Lemma 1 choose a collection C of subsets of Pi such that | C| =XX

= 2X, and if A, BEC with A^B, then |^4-P| =X. Similarly choose
a collection D of subsets of Q with the same properties. Let / be a

one-to-one function from C onto D. For each A EC choose a corre-

sponding sESiX, X+) such that s(4)=/U), s(P-A)=P-A,

s(fiA))=A, siQ-fiA)) = Q-fiA). Note that 7»=P(s)=A", so
sGA(A+, A). Let 7" denote the family of functions so defined. Let 5

and rEF, s^r, s and r correspond to A and BEC respectively. Now

Pr-uZlA-B, so A^|P^is| ^\A-B\ =X. Thus Tir~1s)=X. Also
P'r-u^iP-A)-B=P- (ylVJ73)3P2, so A^|p;-ls| 5;|P2| =X.

Thus P(r_1s) = A. Hence r's^ifA'"1", A), so r and 5 determine differ-

ent cosets of L(A+, A) in 5(A, A+). Thus 2* = | S(A, A+)|

^[SiX, X+):LiX+, X)]^\F\ =\C\ =2*, so [S(A, A+): L(A+, A)]
= 2*>A.
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